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The ideas developed in Family &

representation was the cry of the

Food Ezine keep you company. Life

American revolutionaries who fought

becomes more simple, appetizing and

for their freedom from England.

conscious.
Meeting times
Meeting times work best when they are

Happy Reading!

regular. Pick one night a week to have
a meeting, so that family members
know clearly when the meeting is and
can adjust their schedules accordingly.
A set meeting time also means you
respect each other’s time. When the
time is respected the objective, a
democratic family, becomes important.
If the idea is “oh we’ll get around to it
one of these nights”, chances are it
won’t happen, given how busy all of
our lives are.

FAMILY MEETINGS
Family

&

Food

Ezine

If you’re thinking, ”We are too busy to
meet once a week,” then you really

highly

need to adjust your lifestyle. Scale

recommends family meetings. These

down, prioritize and simplify (watch

gatherings allow families to work on a

Family & Food Ezine for articles on

democratic model. Agendas are set,

simplifying your life). Ask yourself what

one member is the chair, each person

you are putting first—work, house

has the right to speak in turn and

beautiful, meetings, sports or your

Agenda items are voted on. Family

family.

meetings are solution oriented, giving
the example to family members that

Also,

solutions are possible. Children who

if

you

don’t

have

regular

meetings, you are setting yourselves

have had input into the decision-

up for failure, because the importance

making process are more apt to follow

of your family is minimized. If during

the rules. After all, no taxation without

special weeks (vacations or irregular
3

work schedules), the night does have

is it on the map, A ten-year-old -- What

to be changed, do plan another night

form of government do they have.

and write it clearly on the Agenda.

You’ll find plenty of food theme and

Another advantage to set meeting

international cuisine at Family & Food

times

Ezine

is

that

concerns

may

be

addressed when everyone is present
and there is time to discuss the issue.
This avoids the “ask-your-father, who
in

turn

syndrome,

says
split

ask-your-mother”
second

decisions

made and then regretted, and having
to deal daily with the small stuff. If one
member is daily complaining about a
rule, other members can legitimately
suggest the complaint may be tabled
until the meeting.

Of course in the

case of a true emergency, the situation
should be dealt with at once.

The setting

Most families have meetings around

In addition to having a set night, it is

dinner. Some families make it a night

best to have a set hour and to start the

with a theme, like pizza night every

meeting formally. Our family used to

Friday. One family has movie night

light a candle (lit by the youngest

with a movie watched together after

member or tonight’s chair) to officially

the meeting. Or have a Travel Night:

start the meeting. Once the candle is lit

make a dish from a country you’d like

each member has to be respectful of

to visit and have each member find

the other (no teasing, shouting, talking

something out about the country and

out of turn, etc). No one can leave the

share it. Plan in advance and put the

table/meeting

until

country on the Agenda. If it works for

extinguished

at the

your family, give out age-appropriate

meeting.

tasks: A two-year-old -- How to say the

comfortable and has a drink, etc., so

name of the country, A seven-year-old

that there will be few interruptions.

--- What kind of money do they use,

TVs, games, etc should be turned off.

what language do they speak or where

Family & Food Ezine knows families
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Make

the

sure

candle

close

of

everyone

is
the
is

already turn off their phones at meal
times

or

they

let

the

answering

machine take their calls. If you don’t
want to talk with your family, why
would they want to talk to you?
It is a good idea to have a rotating
chair/president; each person takes it in
turn to lead the meeting. At the end of
the meeting write on the Agenda the

You might like to have a collective

new meeting date and the new chair

visualization/prayer

for the coming week. It is an excellent

meeting.

way for your children to learn the

should be to ask for guidance during

democratic process.

the meeting, problem solving ability

to

start

your

The content of this activity

and a cooperative atmosphere.
Having a definite start and end to the
meeting is important and emphasizes

Here is an example of visualization:

the process as well as encourages the

“Close your eyes, take a deep breath

respect for the family.

and slowly let it out. Imagine you are

meeting

with

of

on a beach. The wind is blowing softly.

‘Appreciations’. Each member takes it

You can hear the wind in the palm

in turn to 'Appreciate' each other

trees. You can smell the sea. You can

member. I’ve capitalized ‘Appreciate’

hear the waves crashing gently on the

here because I want to set it aside

shore. You can feel the sun warm on

from a normal compliment or positive

your skin. Now feel that in your hand

critique. An ‘Appreciation’ has no but,

you have a fishing pole. Become

if,

edged

aware of putting your questions or

statements. “I like your smile” is an

problems on the hook as bait. Imagine

‘Appreciation’; “I like your smile but you

casting your line into the Universal

should brush your teeth more” is not,

Sea. Feel confident that your problem

neither is ”I’d like your smile if you

bait will catch a solution. Feel confidant

smiled more.”

that you are loved and that the

should

or

a

Start the
round

doubled

Universal Sea wants to offer you
solutions. Feel your self at peace,
5

slowly open your eyes and come back

practical reasons and this may limit the

to the group.”

discussion time. If there are one or two

You

can

start

either

with

the

family members who talk more than

visualization/prayer or the appreciation.

the others, it is practical to use a timer

Alternately you can have appreciations

to give each member equal time. Each

at the end of the meeting. Ending the

member should have the opportunity to

meeting should be formalized. Our

make a comment on the item up for

family lights a candle at the start of the

discussion.

meeting and blows it out to signal the
end of the meeting.
The Agenda
The Agenda should be posted in a
place where everyone can add items
that they want to discuss. Use a
chalkboard, whiteboard or piece of
paper attached to the fridge with
magnets. Younger members may ask
older members to write their concerns
for them. The date, the time and the

Conclusion

chair should also be inscribed there.

In conclusion, family meetings can
bring

families

together,

resolve

Items, which are not on the Agenda, do

conflicts in a democratic manner, teach

not have to be admitted for discussion.

children to argue their point of view,

It is up to the chair. This will keep the

teach parents to listen and find out

meeting from becoming a complaint

which

forum and teach members to think

children, and let each member feel

about what they want to propose

their voice can be heard. And all of this

ahead

around

of

time.

In

general

each

issues

a

are

family

bothering

their

meal—highly

member of the family should have a

recommended by Family & Food

turn to present a problem or discussion

Ezine.

item before anyone has the right to
present two items. Some families have

Last, but not least, family meetings

to put a time limit on the meeting for

should be fun (look for ideas at Family
6

& Food Ezine). If the pace is too slow

in the world am I going to make for

or laborious or if someone uses it for a

dinner?

lecture forum, it won’t be very popular

Why not make a menu table with

or well attended. Keep it light and

already planned meals? Here is how:

avoid, scolding or negativity. Avoid
‘always’ and ‘never’ and instead use
concrete examples: “ I noticed last
week you didn’t listen to me when I
said I don’t like piano lessons.” Start
sentences

with

I

messages.

For

example, “I feel tired when you don’t
pick up your room” or “I feel bad when
you yell, dad.”
Enjoy your democratic family and
“Appreciate’ all of your efforts to make
yours a functional, healthy family. Write

1. Empty your cupboards

us at Family & Food Ezine we are

Take everything out of your cupboards.

listening

Here is the opportunity to do two

to

your

family

meeting

things: a big cleaning and to really take

success stories.

note of the variety of your food. What
did you find? Three already-opened

MENU

TABLES:

PLANNING

bags of pasta, two boxes of mostly

YOUR MEALS IN ADVANCE

empty rice? Some packages that you

It is not always easy to keep variety in

don’t

our meal planning – or for that matter

bought thinking to use, but never did?

even

recognize,

which

you

even plan a meal with little variety. We
find ourselves at the mercy of daily

Now that everything is out: eliminate

activities:

children,

everything you don’t eat. Give away

housekeeping, our professional lives,

those items whose shelf life has not

volunteer work, gardening, shopping

expired.

and other occupations. The clock is

rediscover an ingredient or two, which

ticking, stomachs are empty and what

had been forgotten.

Juggling
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Who

knows?

You

may

2. Classify your ingredients
I recommend sorting your ingredients
by type (cereals, beans, sugars, flours)
whether they come in packages, cans,
jars or bulk.
You can arrange things as you like, in
lines or columns, but it is essential that
you can find what you are looking for
easily.

4. Make up your list and your food
groups
For example, if you have only one
package of chickpeas and one of
lentils in your cupboard, think about
green or yellow soybeans, soy protein,
split peas, lima or navy beans and all
the other kinds of lentils, beans and
pulse available in the market. Do the
same with the cereals and grains.
3. Make a list of food to eat
By food to eat, I mean those that you

5. Making your menu table

like to eat and products that are

Take a piece of paper, a pencil and a

available where you live. Including in

ruler. Make a table for five weeks or

your daily menus foods produced

four if you prefer. In the first week,

halfway around the world or hyped-up

write a kind of lentils, green lentils for

by advertising, but that you don’t like,

example

makes no sense.

,

in the second week another

sort and so forth through the fifth week.

The variety of ingredients in your

There is such a choice: beluga lentils,

cupboards are either going to surprise

blonde lentils, coral lentils, and many

you or on the other hand make you

others, from your own region. On the

think that you always eat the same

next line do the same with dry beans,

thing.

soybeans and lima beans and so on,
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filling in the next line with grains,

from your list of elements. Accompany

wheat, barley, oats, rye, spelt, corn,

the menu abundantly with fruits and

rice, tef and millet.

vegetables of the season. According to
your dietary needs, add eggs, fish or

Week 1 and 2
Green lentils
White beans
Soy protein
Brown rice
Basmati rice
Millet
Buckwheat
Potatoes
Couscous
Pasta
Spaghetti
Corn
Wild rice
Quinoa
Amaranth

meat (but only if you are informed
about how these animal’s are raised

Beluga lentils
Green beans
Chickpeas
Brown rice
Basmati rice
Millet
Buckwheat
Potatoes
Couscous
Pasta
Spaghetti
Corn
Wild rice
Quinoa
Amaranth

and their purity levels by checking out
animal protection rights associations).
http://thecovemovie.com/
http://www.l214.com/

and so many others….
Week 2 Menus
Days

Dinner

Brown rice &
beluga lentils
Tuesday
Couscous,
vegetables
Meat or egg
Wednesday Buckwheat green
beans
Thursday
potatoes
Friday
Basmati rice &
chickpeas
Saturday
Millet galette

Week 3 and 4
Coral lentils
Black beas
Fresh soybeans
Brown rice
Basmati rice
Buckwheat
Potatoes
Pasta
Spaghetti
Corn
Black rice
Quinoa
Barley

Lunch

Monday

Blonde lentils
Kidney beans
Split peas
Brown rice
Basmati rice
Bulgur wheat
Couscous
Pasta
Spaghetti
Corn
Red rice
Quinoa
Amaranth

Sunday

Wild
rice
vegetables

Soup
with
amaranth
Spaghetti

Vegetable
pie
Soup
Pasta
&Seaweed
Vegetables
gratin
& Soup
with
quinoa

7. Prepare your shopping list
Since you now know in advance what
you are going to eat next week, you
can precisely prepare your shopping
list. This will help you avoid impulse
buying, and overbuying of products

6. Making your weekly menus

that don’t get cooked in time. Your

When you’ve entered these ingredients

pocket book and your budget will feel

in your table, all you have to do is

the difference.

establish your weekly menu by drawing
9

Conclusion

keep their children drug free. Most of

Among the reasons menu tables make

you with younger children are probably

sens is the opportunity to get the family

thinking you have plenty of time to

involved. Each family member could

address this issue. Not at all, according

plan the menus for a week in turn,

to Dr Solter, who is convinced that

providing valuable lessons in planning

raising drug free children starts with a

and creativity for children and adults

drug free pregnancy and birth and

alike. The menu table assures your

thus, long before the tricky teen-years.

meals will be rich in different food

“This

groups and you’ll eat a wider variety of

without

foods. Perhaps most important in these

exposure

tough

rearing begins at conception,” Solter

economical

economical

time

advantage

is
of

the
meal

book

would

be

incomplete

mentioning

prenatal

drug

because

drug-free

child

writes.

planning. You will avoid wasting food
and

save

including

money

wasting

on
gas

shopping,
money

on

useless trips to the market. You’ll have
more fun eating because a menu table
invites you to look for recipes for next
week and even to invent them.
Enjoy and don’t forget to send recipes
of your succulent creatives to Family &
Food Ezine.
The first chapter is about child-rearing
basics: Help your child feel connected,

BOOK REALESE

get treatment if you abuse alcohol or
drugs, find healthy ways to cope with

Raising Drug-Free Kids: 100

stress and take care of your body.

Tips for Parents

These tips may seem self-evident, yet

By Aletha Solter, Ph.D.

many parents operate on the idea ‘do

Da Capo Lifelong Books, ©2006, 223

as

pages

I

say

not

as

I

do’.

Solter

recommends that we live our values: “

In this important work Dr Solter gives

If you want your children to value the

solid advice to parents about how to

same things you do, it is important for
10

you to model your values in the way

Each Tip is a concise two pages of

you conduct your life.” The author

advice, but the book turns out to be

mentions altruism, honesty, learning,

more than just a list. Put all together

self-control, respect for the law, and

these tips make up a veritable plan for

nonconformity as particularly important

parenting and together they constitute

values in raising a drug-free child.

a thorough guide for parents, whether

Letting your children know they don’t

you specifically have children pre-

have to be exactly like everyone else,

disposed to alcohol and drug abuse or

will give them the courage to be

suspect a child of abuse or whether

different enough to say no to drugs.

you just want some good parenting
advice.

Family & Food Ezine likes Tip 7:
Don’t spank your child. It reminds us

At the back of the book is a solid

that no research shows that there are

resource guide of books for reading,

any benefits to spanking, but research

including general parenting books and

does

those that are specifically about drug

show

effective

spanking

than

to

other

discipline.

Corporal

correlates

with

later

be

means

less
of

abuse and its prevention.

punishment
violence,

Dr. Aletha Solter is also the author of

depression and substance abuse.

The

Aware

Baby,

Though the other chapters are divided

Children

into age specific advice (Birth to age 3,

Tantrums. Published by Shining Star

Ages 3 to 6, Ages 6 to 12, Ages 12 to

Press, Goleta, California

Flourish

Helping
and

Young

Tears

and

18, Ages 18 to 25), no mater the ages
of your children, you’ll want to read this

To visit: http://awareparenting.com/

from cover to cover. Dr. Solter’s tips
have case specific advice as well as
general help for every parent such as

Living simply with children:

“Take action if your child is bullied or

a voluntary simplicity guide for

victimized,” “Teach your child media

moms, dads, an kids who want

and

consumer

awareness,”

and

to reclaim the bliss of

“Encourage your teen to do something

childhood and the joy of

for the world.”

parenting
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By Marie Sherlock

about ‘living simply’ or ‘downsizing’ or

New York, Three Rivers Press

‘downshifting’ that many families, fed

© 2003, 287 pages

up with the status quo, are interested
in doing.

“For most American families, "living
Sherlock shows us how to reshape our

simply with children" is the ultimate

culture and redesign our home-life, so

oxymoron," writes the author.

imagination is encouraged and our
Today

families

find

children’s developmental needs are

themselves

supported in simpler, healthier ways.

squeezed for time and wearing too
many hats because of jobs (both
parents working full-time), children who

We

are

reminded

not only have to be driven to schools,

requires time, unplanned, luxurious

but also to football and ballet classes,

time—time

homemaking, shopping, trying to fit in

spontaneous

and have the same things everyone

Simply living families create such

else in the consumer society has. With

“Sabbaths.”

that

that

parenting

leaves

moments

room
of

for

sharing.

never any time, fast food and eating on
the run has taken over family homecooked meals. Family life has become
really complex.
Children taken out of this context, can
actually live very simple lives. We can
see this in the enfant delighted with a
game of peek-a-boo, the toddler who
plays with the box instead of the
electronic, noisy robot toy it came in

This book helps us ask the question:

and the wide-eyed attention of a child

Who raises our children, you or the

listening to a bed-time story.

corporations?

Left

to

their

own,

This is an excellent book both for the

children lead simple, natural, genuine

resources

families

lives. They don’t need the things the

towards simple living and for its

consumer society teaches them to

concise and clear writing style.

think that they need. Marketing aimed

to

help

move

It is
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at kids and parents, shouts out the
message

that

happiness

can

be

bought.
Age inappropriate and violent media,
peer pressure of a society that believes
‘more is better’, over-scheduling of
children

and

adults,

even

the

commercialization of schools and the
sheer excess that has become the
norm. (Note: While Ms Sherlock writes
about the United States, perhaps the

Family & Food Ezine recommends

worst

consumer

this book very highly to anyone that

society, perhaps you have noticed that

wants to either voluntarily embrace

encroaching consumerism is taking

simplicity or simply have a natural

over in your part of the world too.)

family life.

example

of

the

Those families who want to voluntarily
simplify weed-out aspects of life that

Questions and Answers on

have no lasting value and concentrate

Death and Dying

on important matters.

By Elisabeth Kübler-Ross
Published by Touchstone, © Ross

Sherlock’s

six

steps

to

voluntary

Medical Associates, S.C. 1974

simplicity or downsizing:
1. Soul searching

Reading a book by Elisabeth Kübler-

2. Find out how to reach your short-

Ross is like receiving a big breath of

and long-term goals

humanity.

3.

Have

a

family

meeting

and

It is journeying

to the

essential by a road bordered by

brainstorm

empathy, love and tolerance.

4. Have a family meeting and adopt the
changes necessary to reach your goals

The

5. Let your extended family and friends

personnel, as well as social, para-

know about the changes in your family

medical

6. Find support

palliative
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daily

lot

and

of

some

religious

care

for

medical

workers
and

is
the

accompaniment of the dying.

Along

personnel, and the value of listening

the way, death causes such personnel,

and of exchanges.

as well as victims of accident and
disease and their families to unite.

Kübler-Ross insists on the importance
of letting go and of acceptance as

Death arrives sometimes suddenly,

much for the caregivers as for the

sometimes insidiously, from illnesses,

loved-ones, so that the dying can

heart attacks, relapses or as a result of

depart.

accidents. Death puts us face-to-face

intergenerational places where elders

with ourselves, with our fears and with

and youth can share some time

our questions. It brings up rejection,

together; hospitals open to unrestricted

anger,

and

visiting hours and to children when the

acceptance. Death concerns us all,

patients hours are counted; a “crying

sometimes at a still tender

room” for staff and families; more

anxiety,

blame,

age,

She

recommends

special

sometimes at an advanced age. Even

humane training for doctors that would

if death is viewed as a deliverance

help them accept the death of their

from physical or moral suffering, it

patients and a work schedule adapted

leaves

to the heavy emotional burden of death

behind

disappointment

and

sadness, the work of grieving and

and dying.

questions.
The

end

of

life

needs

to

be

accompanied as never before due to a
longer life expectancy, illnesses of our
civilization, the modification of family
structures, and medical intervention.
In this book, the author, through
questions

and

answers

with

caregivers, takes up the situations with
which we might all be confronted:
admitting the seriousness of one’s
state

of health

accompanying

the

attitudes

training

and

An end to life prepared, supported, by

to a loved one,
last

families or by volunteers, at home

moments,
of

preferably; all of which seems so

medical
14

simple

and

yet

so

impossible.

analysis of recipes is included, as well

However, Kübler-Ross highlights the

as tips on starting solids, packing

fact that this approach does not require

lunchboxes and eating organically.

sophisticated or expensive technology,
but rather simply the time to sit on the
edge of the bed, to look deeply into the
eyes of the sick person who perhaps
has lost his or her ability to speak, to
communicate by the squeezing of a
hand, to be there, a moment whether
or not it is the last.

Feeding the whole family:
whole food recipes for babies,

What is a whole food? According to

young children, and their

author Cynthia Lair, the best way to

parents

determine whether a food is whole or

By Cynthia Lair

not is to ask these questions:

Sasquatch Books, Berkeley, California,
©2008, 280 pages

* Can I imagine it growing? (It's tough
to imagine a field of marshmallows.)

This cookbook offers whole foods for

* How many ingredients does it have?

the whole family. Family & Food

(It should have only one: apple, wild

Ezine likes the easy explanations and

rice, salmon.)

sensible recipes—over 150 simple to

* What's been done to the food since it

make dishes.

was harvested? (The less, the better.)
* Is this product part of a food or the

What should we feed those we love?

whole entity? (Only the juice? It's not

How can we get our children to eat

whole.)

what's best for them? Feeding the

* How long has this food been known

whole family tells how, including tips on

to nourish human beings? (Probably

how to adapt dishes for baby. The

centuries.)

handy index, glossary and nutritional
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You’ll also find how to shop for whole

This book is part of a collection of

foods, sharing a nourishing meal, and

books (formerly directed by Oliver

setting the table. Chapter two is all

Clerc) whose aim it was to open minds

about including baby; breast-feeding is

to other points of view. The 10 Biggest

the best, starting solids, food allergies

Lies About Home Schooling meets this

and expanding the diet of the older

criterion exactly. The author, Slyvie

baby. Then Lair looks at raising healthy

Martin- Rodriguez quit school at 16

eaters with topics such as parents as

years old and she is herself, the

role

mother of two children, who are

models,

involving

setting

children

in

boundaries,
the

kitchen,

educated at home. Having had enough

appealing presentations for children

of the untruths regularly espoused by

and even advice for parents of children

the media and politicians, she wanted

who won’t eat their vegetables.

to de-mystify the subject by answering
the 10 lies most often proffered on the

Whether

you

are

died-in-the-wool

subject.

whole-foods buff or you are just looking
for easy-to-prepare dishes, this book is

1. School is compulsory

for you. The advice on pantry stocking,

2. Without school a child will not be

will allow even the busiest family to

socialized and will not be sociable

have wholesome quick meals.

3. Home learning keeps a child from

Lair also wrote Feeding the Young

becoming autonomous

Athlete: Sports Nutrition Made Easy for

4. Children who don’t go to school

Players and Parents.

can’t learn

Visit her website:

5. A child out of school = a free child =

http://www.feedingfamily.com/

a child tyrant
6. Children like school
7. Children not in school are excluded
from the ideal: school gives everyone a
chance

The 10 Biggest Lies About

8. No school, no diploma, no future

Home Schooling

9. Not everyone can learn at home

By Sylvie Martin-Rodriguez

10. Home educating families = cults

Dangles © 2008
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The author carefully refutes all these

Families with children in school who

untruths, by citing concrete cases and

would like to attempt home education

university studies.

are reassured. No need to have a

This book demonstrates clearly that

particular

school is above all an institution for

diplomas or even an authorization. In

channeling minds, a way to mold ways

France,

of thinking, and is not anodyne in a

compulsory, but, rather, instruction.

heavily centralized and standardized

This is a constitutional right, which has

country such as as France, where

to be respected, in spite of the many

originality

not

tentatives to curb this right – one of

rewarded. Madam Martin-Rodriguez

which is the suspicion that home

shows the importance of respecting a

education is grounded in some kind of

child’s biological rhythms, which is

cult.

and

free-spirits

are

teacher
it

is

not

training,
school

elite

that

is

indispensable to lead him or her to
autonomy,

without,

important,

destroying

and

is

Reading this book is truly a breath of

her

fresh air. It is refreshing, as much

curiosity, his or her natural aptitude for

because of the journey of the author

learning, discovery and wonder. From

and her co-parent, as because of the

this lifestyle flows auto discipline and

quotations

self-confidence, values that are so

extracts of reports and studies on the

important for the constitution of free

subject. But especially reviving is the

and independent children in harmony

force of Madam Martin-Rodriguez’s

with themselves and the world in which

convictions.

his

this
or

from

children

and

they develop.
The author’s site http://www.louvesonline.com/index.php?lng=fr
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the

As parents-artists we see ourselves as

MEETING

researchers and our research leads us

EXTRAORDINARY

to

ORDINARY PEOPLE

conclude

that

reality

is

more

beautiful than our illusions.

The world seen by artists
Laurence

and

Patrice,

a

French-

American couple, live in France. They
are the parents of three children, 12,
10, and 71/2 years old.
f&f: Are artist parents different than
other parents?
The answer is in the definition of the
word Artist. An artist is first of all a

We spend our time admiring the

person who is open-minded, curious,

actions of others. In a very intuitive

and maintains his or her capacity of

way we would like to give our children

wonderment for many of life’s aspects.

the unlimited confidence that is our

We try to crystallize through our

birthright. We would like them to do

mediums

what they like, what they want to do,

our

feeling

for

beauty.

Because this way of thinking is not

because

widespread in the Occident we are

conscious of the fact that we were not

perceived

made for most things we thought we

as

different

than

other

with

age

we

became

parents.

obliged to do.

When traveling in India we felt more at

Even if we think that the experience of

ease. There people are still artists, but

others never served anyone else, we

who

The

keep on saying around us that one has

and

to conquer one’s fears. It is up to you

materialism, which has hit us since

to decide whether our approach is

WWII, has clouded our capacity to

different than that of other parents.

knows

avalanche

for
of

how

long.

information

choose. I suspect the future holds the
same for the Indians.
f&f: What are the strong family
values in your home?
18

Laurence and I have made the choice

prefer opportune situations to teach

to invest in our children rather than in a

Armand, Hélène and André. In our

house. We consider our home under

opinion, our frequent walks in the

construction,

mountains

we

even

say

in

and

forest

are

very

experimentation. Our values are also in

instructive. In a more formal way, we

evolution, even if certain of them stay

study wild plants with a well-known

constant. Our priority is to let our

botanist,

who

shares

children

scientific

and

humanist

know

what

they

feel

is

freely

his

views.

In

important, even a priority, that they will

August 2009, we observed the biggest

need to know what they feel if they are

“star party” of Europe in company with

to respond to their own needs later.

a hundred professional astrophysicists

We hope to help them realize that Love

and amateur astronomers. Because

is a value that one has to preserve and

our children were, many scientists

enrich. By the way, with our work as

discovered their pedagogical talents.

artists we a lot of aesthetic values,
because we spend a lot of time
working as artists and we spend a lot
of time with them, so its normal to hand
down to them know how and the
values that go with them.

From March to June 2009, we stayed
in the south of Morocco with fishermen
and farmers, as well as merchants and
artists from who we all learned. The
Moroccan
f&f:

How

do

you

teach

tea

ceremony

is

very

instructive. An in view to a trip to the

your

USA, we are studying English.

children?
Two years ago we became interested

f&f: What is your worldview?

in informal learning. More and more we

19

It is a frightening question but we can
summarize by saying we she radical
changes coming everywhere on the
surface of the globe. Most of these
surge over people like a tsunami and
provoke as much trauma. In Europe
we are trying to understand what has
happened since the discovery and use
of fossil fuels. We notice how much we
have

changed

nature

since

© Pictures

the

Laurence and Patrice Nobilé

industrial revolution and how much we
miss our instincts. The West is looking
for balance. We are optimistic because

To discover their work and their artist

we observe that most people are

studio…

looking. The “organic” moved has
worked well for 30 years but we have

In French: http://www.organic-e-publishing-

to change now to a “durable living”

international.com/Archive%20news
%202007%20F%20html/Decembre

stage.

%202007.mht

f&f: What is your next artistic

In English: http://www.organic-e-publishing-

project going to be?

international.com/Archive%20News

We are planning a long trip to the USA,

%202007%20A%20html/December

where we hope the energy lacking in

%202007.mht

our little province. In a way, such a trip

A video on their choice of education in

is an artistic project because it is not

the home…

organized

http://www.omegatv.tv/video/28084021001/fam

in

advance.

We

will

ille/education/il-fait-l-ecole-a-ses-3-enfants

improvise each moment. To have such
a project succeed one has to be an
artist. A long-term project would be to
make a film of our peregrinations in
order to understand the wonder of life.
Laurence and Patrice Nobilé
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day, cook it in your canning boiler or a

PROJECT TO SUPPORT

large cooking pot. When you have a
thick consistency and there is almost

Loar Zour: http://loar.zour.free.fr/

no juice left, put your jam into jars, and
stand

them

upside-down,

while

admiring their color. Be patient before
tasting this jam on bread or with rice or
other grains, pulse or vegetables. And
when the day comes to taste it,
remember the aromas that filled your
kitchen while the fruits boiled.

To download this tale
http://loar.zour.free.fr/Fichiers/Le
%20royaume%20de%20la
%20fée%20Ludivine.pdf

To read this tale in English
Here

See you soon

RECIPE
Apple, Zucchni and Grape Jam

© Texts & Pictures
Organic-E-Publishing-International

Start with apples, especially those that
have fallen from the tree; pare any
bruises, peel and dice them. Peel and

Translated into English by Janie
Spencer:

dice zucchini. Add grapes.

http://www.familiesnaturally.net/

Choose the proportions that fit your

who wrote Family Meeting & some
book review

palace, and your desired results.
Marinate the ingredients in sugar or
fructose for the whole night. The next
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